Abstract
Introduction
With the recent huge and very promising development of the nanotechnology industry, most of the scientific universities have opened master level formations on nanosciences that include mainly nanobiology, nanochemistery and nanophysics courses.
Nowadays, the most widespread techniques to characterize surfaces from micro to atomic scale and the most powerful tool to manipulate nano-objects are based on atomic force microscopy. One of the main limitations in using such tools in teaching and learning nanophenomena is that the conventional interface of these microscopes is not an interactive one and does not offer real-time information. The only possibility for students to understand what happens in the nanoworld and the main differences with the macroscopic one, is only through formal equations. In addition, the collected data are only visually represented as topographic images or curves. Interpretation of this data is not an intuitive task and requires time and solid theoretical background.
One can consider that it is a pity considering that the nanoworld is at physical scales just under the sensorially experimentable scale. It is situated at a frontier point between macroscopic physics and electronic physics, and over that the macroscopic laws start to be non valid. The strategies and tools that must to be used to interact with a nano object cannot be simply transferred from the macroscopic scale. In the nanoworld, adhesion and friction phenomena [1] are much more relevant than the gravitational phenomenon. When manipulating nano-objects, various forces, which can have different origins as capillarity, Van der Waals, electrostatic attraction, are playing an important role and have to be taken into account prior classical macroscopic collisions as usually processed in Virtual environments.
Consequently the efficient learning of what happens at that frontier point may help students to understand in depth the scale transformations. New experimental methods of teaching and experimenting are needed to make understandable the nanoworld phenomena to a large number of students. Two main questions are raised to tackle new challenge: (1) How to adapt teaching of nanoscience and to reconcile human perception with mathematical and scientific views of reality is the main challenge; (2) How to extend or redesign usual virtual realities platformreal time architecture and models of virtual objects -to serve the objective of learning physics by using multisensory-haptic real time exploration.
In order to render tangible the principle of nanoscale interactions we have linked an Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) to a physically-based multisensory haptic Virtual Reality platform, the whole computerassisted teleoperation chain being called "the NanoLearner Platform".
Using the NanoLearner platform, a student is immersed in the nanoscene through a physically-based real-time simulation workstation equipped with a haptic device (i.e. a force feedback device) and generating a visual and auditory representations of the nanoscene in accordance to the dynamics of the phenomena. He/she belongs to the dynamics of the chain in interaction since he/she is acting on scene and perceiving the nano-scale effects through the main sensorial channels: haptic, visual and auditory.
In the following, we will describe the nanomanipulator, its use in educational aims, the results of its impact in the nanophysic phenomenon understanding and its extension for the studies of nano effects in living organisms and to allow grand public to have natural access from senses to the understanding of nanophenomena.
Related works and objectives

Virtual reality and multisensory feedbacks in nanoscience
Some previous educational approaches have used virtual reality applications with haptic, visual, and/or auditory feedback in different ways to improve scientific learning in biology [2, 3] or chemistry [4, 5] . For example, in the aim of teaching atomic bonding, a research group from Baltimore has coupled a haptic system to their own-developed molecular modeling software [5] . Their work has shown a significant improvement in the time required to create a simple molecule and to understand bonding rules by the use of a haptic device.
The University of North California [3] conducted an interesting and very promising educational project directed to middle and high school students. This project is based on the use of haptic system located in the classroom, coupled through the Web to an AFM located in a biophysics laboratory in order to interact with biological samples. The haptic device, which is here the Phantom commercial device, is plugged to a computer where the AFM software is launched and it drives the AFM head through the web. Thanks to this set-up, middle and high school students touched different virus as adenoviruses and tobacco mosaic ones. The main result of this work is the great enthusiasm induced by this experience, which emerges from the students comments, published also in the school newspaper. This kind of novel interactive practicals had a significant impact on the interest of all students even the ones who were not attracted by science.
In nanophysics education, Murphy [6] implemented a method of using atomic and magnetic force microscopy to led students in differentiating ranges and origin of forces involved in imaging. Ringlein [7] developed simulations to describe and illustrate the atomic origins of friction. Their works are based especially on visual rendering and do not use virtual reality or multisensory renderings.
For research use, some groups combined an Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) with haptic devices and virtual reality platforms to facilitate nanomanipulation [8, 9] . On the same purpose, Li and colleagues [10] have improved the on-line observation of the changes in nano-environment by developing the real-time visual display combined with the real-time force feedback. All these studies improve the AFM capabilities in order to help the operator to perform nanomanipulations but they are not focused on the facilitation of the nano-scene phenomena understanding, for example by rendering available the dynamic control of the tip-sample interactions by the experimenter.
Objectives in learning nanophysics
Two kinds of practicals have been developed in nanophysics courses in order to associate experimental to theoretical teaching. The first kind focuses on the fabrication and characterization process of nanodevices. The second kind of practicals is based on the use of AFM microscopes to image surface down to atomic scale, to illustrate the presence of long-range and short-range interactions. Nevertheless any of them have addressed the deep understanding of these various nano-interactions that represent the key to explain the organization of the material at this scale and also to manipulate efficiently nano-object. The main limitation to elaborate this kind of practicals is due to the use of a real AFM to probe the nanointeraction and also to manipulate an object, which is time consuming and delicate (high risk of tip, object or surface damages). In addition, as the AFM interface has been elaborated for researchers, the feedback representations are restricted to image or graphic curves that required a non-obvious background in nanosciences to be interpreted.
In order to improve the learning and teaching of the key physics phenomena of the nanoworld to graduate students in nanoscience programs, the elaboration of a new generation of interactive and versatile nanophysics practicals is required. These new practicals should be based on the use of a multisensory virtual or augmented-reality nanomanipulator. The foundational hypothesis is that the use of a multisensory nanomanipulator to elaborate specific nanophysics activities in conjunction with a standard theoretical course, should promote deeper learning of the physics at the nanoscale and increasing the attractiveness of nanoscience programs.
Design of the "NanoLearner" educational platform
The developed augmented reality system ( Figure 1 ) brings together (1) an Atomic Force Microscope (AFM), (2) the Real-Time multisensory physicallybased simulation workstation with a high quality haptic device, (3) multisensory representations based on physical modeling by which they are coherently correlated.
The real-time simulation workstation placed between the AFM and the haptic device insures a high quality synchronized data flow between the experimentalist and the nanoworld. The inputs and outputs are sampled at 3kHz leading to a stable delay between them of maximum 1/3 ms. It is also in charge of producing visual and auditory feedbacks. The auditory and visual signals are produced by a same and single physically-based model of the whole nano scene, designed to be a physically coherent metaphor of the nano scene at the sensory macroscopic scale. The simulation of this multisensory physically-based runs in real-time and is synchronized to the inputs and outputs of the teleoperation main chain at the above frequency and latency of 3kHz and 1/3ms. Thus, haptic, visual and acoustical feedbacks constitute a complete real-time multisensory rendering of the physical phenomenon, manipulated in the teleoperation chain.
In order to offer a suitable environment matching any kind of nanomanipulation, the user should be able to interact with the real and virtual nano-scene through a variable number of degree of freedom (DoF). The implemented haptic device presents a modular interface [11] and flexibility in rendering force intensities on a large interval. Thus, according to the specific manipulation, the experimentalist can use either a key of a piano-like keyboard that offers the same up-and-down movements as the AFM tip during an approach-retract interaction or a three-dimensional stick that allows 3DoF movements needed for a nanoobject manipulation. The hand movements of the experimenter are the inputs of the physically-based model. This last computes the virtual scene displacements and deformations, that are simultaneously (1) used to produce for visual and auditory feedbacks and (2) transmitted to the AFM piezo tube. The forces produced by the real tip-sample interaction are fed back through the real-time simulation workstation to the haptic device. Thus, the experimenter acts on the nanoworld, actively seeing, hearing and feeling the nanophenomenon.
The virtual part of the NanoLearner platform is represented in Figure 2 . It consists in simulating the whole real system composed of the AFM probe and the nanosurface placed on the AFM by a virtual physically-based model. The piezoelectric tube, the tip, the surface atoms and the bulk of the sample are modeled by punctual masses that are permanently in interaction with the external environment, as well as among them ( Figure 5 ). The cantilever is modeled by a spring with zero rest length and with a stiffness K C driving the tip on the vertical axis. The elasticity of the sample nanosurface at the atomic level is modeled by springs linking the atoms on the horizontal plane as well as in the vertical direction with the bulk. The spring stiffness K S is adjustable. The tip-sample interaction is modeled by a non-linear atom-atom interaction derived from the Lennard-Jones potential (equation 1). The force feedback is sent to the experimentalist from the output point of the virtual piezo element and it transfers the force resulting from the spring elongation (cantilever deflection), which is equal to the tip-sample interaction force. In order to stress a continuous sound consistently linked with the physical exchanges between the elements constituting the virtual nanoscene (AFM head and nano surface), we introduce an acoustical white noise injected onto the mass of the virtual piezo and we capture the sound on the punctual mass of the tip. Then, all along the approach-retract interactive process, the white noise is modulated by the variation of the slope of the LennardJones interaction function defined by (1) causing physically coherent sound modulations (Figure 3) . Consequently, the sound modulations represent very clearly the physical state of the nanoscene along the approach-retract evolution. Differently than in usual sonification processes in which the relation between the sound evolution is linearly linked to a parameter or a data evolution, for example by controlling the pitch of the sound by the distance (or by the force), in that physically-based method, the evolutions of the parameters of the sound (pitch, timbre, amplitude) are correlated since the acoustical deformations are filtered by a physical system. It is similar to the vocal system in which the vocal cords signals are modulated by the vocal track and vocal cavity to produce speech or singing. This gives the "naturalness" of the relation between the action of the experimenter, the physical states of the virtual nanoscene and the sound. The visual feedback of a virtual nanoscene manipulation is shown in Figure 4 . Thanks to the association with the very simple and functional visual feedback based on atomic representation, the real-time sound feedback modulated according to the variation of the interaction and the force feedback based on the cantilever deflection, the implemented model allows a complete metaphor of the approach-retract phenomenon at the macrosocopic scale that has the property to be "physically consistent" with the studied nanophenomenon. A student does not only see how the interaction is propagated but hears the evolution of the tip-surface interaction and feels the forces involved in, all these perceptions being consistently correlated.
Methodology for the evaluation of the educational properties of the NanoLearner platform
Students of physics master and nanotechnology master followed 4-hour AFM practicals. All students had a theoretical background in physics and basic concepts in AFM but no experience in multisensory renderings and Virtual Reality. In practice, sixty students have been separated in thirty couples randomly; each couple followed practicals focused on the study of approach-retract (AR) phenomenon. Half of the couples used a classical interface coupled to an AFM while the half other used the NanoLearner platform. Both types of practicals start with device description and familiarization: the AFM on one hand, VR NanoLearner Platform, on the other hand.
Practicals using the classical AFM interface is divided in two steps. The first one is dedicated to the realization of a classical topography image in order to get use to the AFM interface, and the second one is dedicated to the study of force curve spectroscopy mode. With a classical interface in spectroscopy mode, it is possible to set-up the tip velocity and the piezoelectric tube extension before the automatic mode, which is executed by the software and electronics of the microscope. It is also possible to modify the interaction by applying a voltage between the tip and the sample that induces an electrostatic force and, thus, a long-range interaction. For "NanoLearner" practicals, the evaluation procedure is based on two aspects:
(1) the determination of the role of each sensorial rendering (haptic, visual and acoustic) and each combination of them in the learning process; (2) the comparison in the understanding of the AR phenomenon when using the classical AFM interface or the NanoLearner Platform.
(1) Role of each modality on the learning process For the first aspect, in order to determine the role of the three different renderings in the learning process, a protocol has been applied during practicals. It consists of using the same AR virtual model and the haptic device to control the vertical piezoelectric tube position d PS , but with different feedbacks "ON" as summarized in table 1. After each AR performance, students have to answer to the following set of questions by YES, NO or Undefined. In order to evaluate the impact of the NanoLearner Platform as educational tool, the chosen questions are oriented to the physics of the phenomenon. They allow to estimate the degree of the student comprehension and the role of each sensorial rendering in the physics understanding.
This approach is different than others [12] in which the questions asked as more like that "do you think that haptic rendering helped you to understand the phenomenon?", addressing more the feeling and the perception of the students, and evaluating more the user-friendliness of the platform rather than its efficiency in the understanding of the physical phenomena.
Four questions are asked, directly related to the physical phenomenon, i.e. the approach-retract phenomenon when observed with an AFM: Q1a : Do you detect a fast variation in force intensity during the approach phase?
Q2a: Do you detect several kinds of forces during the approach phase?
These questions are also asked for the retract phase (Q1b & Q2b) and the right answer is YES.
Q3: Does the snap-on occur at the same position of the piezoelectric tube than the snap-off? The right answer is NO.
Q4: Is there any difference in the maximum of force intensity between the approach and the retract phases? The right answer is YES since the force intensity is higher during the retract phase than the approach one.
In addition to these questions, after each rendering configuration trial, students must draw the curve representing the variation of the force (in arbitrary unit) as they perceive it, in function of the piezoelectric tube position and to write their associated comments.
All these question and drawings are reported in the written reports the students provided to the physicist teacher.
(2) Evaluation of the efficiency of the NanoLearner platform in the understanding process
The evaluation of the efficiency of the NanoLearner platform in the understanding of the AR phenomenon with AFM and with nanomanipulator, is based on the written reports of all the involved students.
It allows to estimate the degree of correctness and completeness of their answers to the following questions in each case according to the order of the practicals (starting with AFM or starting with NanoLearner platform):
Q5: What do the snap-on and snap-off represent in the AR phenomenon? Q6: What is the origin of the hysteretic behaviour? Indeed, the hysteretic phenomenon is an emergent phenomenon that is not represented in Lennard-Jones interaction and that it is due to the resulting combinaison of this interaction with the cantilever one. It is quite difficult to understand the origin of that phenomena only with the classical AFM because it not possible to separate the nano Lennard-Jones interaction from the physical influence of the AFM in the observed curve. Conversely, in the NanoLearner platform trials, there is the possibility to change the physical parameters of the virtual probe (mass of the tip and K C elasticity), that could help the students to understand the cause of the hysteretic effect and thus to deduce the correct Lennard-Jones interaction profile.
Results
This section is divided in three parts. We examine first the role of each rendering in the understanding process of the approach-retract phenomenon. Then, we analyse the benefits of the use of the nanomanipulator as an educational tool for experimental teaching of nanophysics. Finally, we present an original educational project, where the use of the NanoLearner platform as tool to interact in real time with a complex deformable biological system, here a fly leg, was essential.
Role of each sensorial rendering in the AR phenomenon learning
The student answers to the above set of questions (Q1 -Q4) are presented in figures 5, 6, 7 and 8. The statistical chart of the figure 9, which is related to the first question Q1a -Q1b on the way of variation of force intensity, reveals that:
• Around 50% of the students could answer correctly using only one rendering and there are small differences between force, visual and sound rendering.
• Some associations of two renderings can improve the percentage of correct answer up to 80%. Nevertheless, all the possible associations do not produce similar results. It seems that force rendering combined with sound rendering, and, in a second position, force and visual renderings combination offer more useful information to answer correctly. The sound and visual association does not improve the degree of correctness when compare to the use of only one rendering.
• The association of the three renderings provides the same result as the best renderings coupling (force with sound).
• The percentage of "UNDEFINED" answers is higher (up to 30%) when the force rendering is not used.
These observations reveal that the small variation in the force intensity during the approach phase ( Figure 5 -Q1a) is detected more accurate thanks to the sound rendering (55%) rather than the force or visual rendering (below 50%). On the contrary, the force intensity variation during the retract phase ( Figure 5 -Q1b ) is well restituted both by force and visual renderings. This difference can be explained by the fact that, during the retract phase, the snap-off induces a stronger variation of the force intensity than in the approach case (around ten times stronger). This augmentation improves the efficiency of force and visual feedbacks in the phenomenon detection. Indeed, the statistical results confirm it, the force and visual renderings furnishing the higher percentages among the trials with only one sensorial feedback. From this observation, it can be interpreted that the modulation of the sound is the most suitable candidate to translate small force variations. As the three associations of two renderings are not equivalent, it seems that force rendering supports complementary and specific information to the sound or the vision. Indeed the coupling of the force feedback with the sound or the visual one allowed a better detection of the force intensity variation illustrated by the higher percentage of correct answers. The high level of "UNDEFINED" answer for the sound-visual configuration confirms this interpretation.
The answers of the second question Q2 on the detection of several kinds of forces are summarized in the statistical chart of the figure 6, and its reveal that:
• Thanks to the force feedback, more than 80% of the students answered correctly.
• The sound and visual renderings confer poor results, respectively 25% and 45% of correct answer.
• The association of two or three renderings when force feedback is included improves slightly the percentage of correct answer: 90% instead of 85% (force rendering alone).
The observation of this chart shows clearly that the determination of the nature of the force (attractive, repulsive or null) is mainly done thanks to the force rendering. This is true for the approach and the retract phases. The chart of the figure 7-left, related to the question Q3 (the difference in the snap-on and snapoff position thresholds), reveals that:
• The use of one rendering provides a percentage of correct answer between 55% and 65% (visual on the first position, followed by sound and finally force feedback). • With the association of two renderings the percentage of correct answers reaches 90%.
• The association of all the three renderings confers a result equivalent to the association of two.
From this statistical chart, it can be deduced that each rendering supports specific information about the spatial position. Indeed, any association of two renderings improves significantly the level of correct answer.
The answers to the last question on the difference in force intensities between approach and retract phases in the attractive regime, are grouped in the chart of Figure 7 -right. It shows that:
• Among one sensorial renderings, the visual and force ones are more efficient than the sound.
• The association of force and visual renderings provides the best percentage of correct answer (85%). Among the possible combinations of two renderings, one specific combination (force and vision) improves significantly the correct answers.
This chart outlines the predominance of the role of the force and visual renderings combination. It seems that force and visual renderings support complementary representations. In addition to the information furnished by the haptic device, the visual scene underlines the cantilever elongation (more accentuated in the retract phase, hardly visible in the approach phase), fact that matches the student's physical knowledge on the relation between the spring elongations with the force increasing. In general, these statistical data show a percentage higher than 80% when the three feedbacks are "on". However, the association of two well-chosen renderings could be enough to detect the approachretract phenomenon. As each sensorial rendering support specific and complementary information, it is difficult to determine in advance the best two renderings association that makes understandable one type of interaction. A more efficient and more general method is the use of all three sensorial renderings, which allows the major part of the students to describe accurately this complex phenomenon, no matter the type of materials in interaction.
Evaluation of the benefits of this new educational tool
After practicals, students write a report where they describe and explain the approach-retract phenomenon they have experimented.
The differences between the two groups, the one using classical AFM interface and the one using the multisensory platform, are addressed by questions Q5 and Q6. The notations of the reports by the teachers show that students who have used the multisensory platform have described more efficiently and with more details the approach-retract phenomenon and the interpretation of the hysteretic effect. These differences are explained by two main reasons:
• Firstly, thanks to the virtual nano-scene, the second group (working first in the multisensory virtual platform) explored extreme situations just by changing the numerical value of crucial parameters such as the cantilever or the surface stiffness in the simulation. These changes are not possible in the real scene because they would have required very specific samples and/or to change the cantilevers, that are quite complex operations. For example, by increasing the spring stiffness, the hysteretic area in the approachretract interaction can be reduced or even eliminated.
• Secondly, the tuning of the physical parameters, one by one, in the virtual nano scene induces simultaneously changes in the three sensory channels (acoustical, visual and haptics). These effects cannot be experienced when using the classical tools where only graphical representation is available and where some physical parameters (namely those of the AFM) cannot be changed. Consequently, students could use all these feedbacks to experiment directly the influence of a specific parameter, without having to deduce it from interpretation of several graphic curves.
Extending the use of NanoLearner Platform
The last educational application of the nanomanipulator allowing student to interact in real time with a Drosophilae leg and thus feel its rheological properties (elasticity, viscosity, etc..). Also they could associate their feeling and sensation to describe the interaction (Figure 8 ). This experience opens a way to observation and to characterize reactive samples at micro and nanoscale. An integrated workstation has been implemented for large grand public scientific exhibitions at Cité de la Science in France and CERN in Swizerland. More than 10 000 people have had access to this natural understanding of physical nano-phenomena by their senses through direct actions and sensory feedbacks ( Figure 9 ). 
Conclusions
The use of the augmented reality NanoLearner Platform as an educational nano-tool in nano-physics reveals several properties in the learning and teaching processes of nanophenomena. Firstly it contributes to a significant improvement in the student understanding of the main complex phenomenon of the approachretract nanopalping. Secondly, it allows to investigate the role of each sensorial rendering in the understanding process.
The conclusion about the improvement of the student understanding is based on the qualitative comparison of the student reports between two student groups; the first one followed classical AFM practicals, and the second one followed the NanoLearner platform practicals. The "NanoLearner" group described with more details the A/R effect specially in its the key phases. They underlined the evolution of the hysteresis behavior according to the value of the cantilever spring constant; the other group poorly described this evolution. These differences in the report quality underline the impact of the NanoLearner platform as a new method of experimental teaching of nanophysics. Its benefits are illustrated through the use of the physically-based model and VR that reveals to be an appropriate tool to explain the role of each parameter involved in the studied interaction. In addition, as the student handles directly the nanoscene, a change in the physical interaction is transferred in a variation perceived by human sensorial channels. The role of each sensorial rendering had been determined quantitatively. This study revealed, as already drawn in several works, a major role of the force feedback in the detection of the intensity and nature of force variation, but in emphasize also the surprising role of the sound, that is predominant in the case of small force variations.
Complementarily, the experiments in grand public exhibitions, with very young people encourage us to continue to explore such physical based multi-sensory metaphors in order to offer direct sensory access to physics of all citizens.
